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ABSTRACT 
Open cell auxetic foams have shown potential for use in sporting and other protective equipment. 
Previous conversion methods for auxetic closed cell foam used a bespoke pressure vessel. This 
work expands upon a recent method, using steam absorption followed by cooling and 
condensation, to change the cell shape of closed cell foam to impart a negative Poisson’s ratio. 
Aiming to present a simple, repeatable conversion method, foam samples (20 ⅹ 10 ⅹ 100 mm) 
 
floating in water filled (~20°C), covered ceramic containers (300 ⅹ 200 ⅹ 100 mm) were heated in 
an oven at 105°C for between 1 and 6.5 hours. Based on the results for the smaller samples, a 
larger sample of foam (30 ⅹ 100 ⅹ 100 mm) was also converted, with a steaming time of 8 hours. 
Final volume ratio (original/final volume) increased with heating time, up to a maximum of 4.6. 
The amount and angle of re-entrant (inward folding) cell walls increased with final volume ratio 
as cells contracted further, evidenced by micro computed tomography. Poisson’s ratios, measured 
using digital image correlation, were as low as -0.3 in tension and -1.1 in compression. Tensile 
Young’s modulus increased from ~2 MPa up to ~6 MPa with final volume ratio and compressive 
Young’s moduli reduced from ~1.5 MPa for low values of final volume ratio between one and 
three, then remained close to 1.5 MPa. 
INTRODUCTION 
The negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) of auxetic materials provides some enhanced and potentially 
beneficial characteristics, including; high indentation resistance [1,2], vibration damping [3], 
reduced peak forces under impact [4–7] and unique shape change [8]. Auxetic open cell foam has 
been suggested as an option to improve sporting impact protection [1,4,5,9–12], protective gloves 
for construction workers [3], prosthetic devices [13,14] and footwear [15]. Improving protective 
equipment, particularly helmets [16–19], back protectors [20–22] and running shoes [23,24], could 
help to reduce injuries, which place burdens on participants and national economies [25]. Wearers 
of prosthetic devices often report discomfort, despite developments in, mostly closed-cell foam, 
liners [26–28]. Auxetic structures are beginning to appear in commercial running shoes [29,30] 
and helmets [31,32]. 
There are established conversion methods for thermo-plastic auxetic open cell foams [10] (e.g. 
[33–41]). These conversions for open cell auxetic foam include thermo-mechanical [10] or thermo-
 
chemical methods [42,43], or a combination of both [7,43]. Compressing open cell foam into a 
mold, reducing volume by a factor of two to five, buckles cell ribs and imposes inward angled cell 
ribs, known as a re-entrant cellular structure [10,33,44]. Compression forming by vacuum bags 
and shaped molds can produce different shaped auxetic open cell  foam sheets [45]. Thermal [10] 
or chemical [42,43] softening and re-hardening, through cooling or removal of the softening agent, 
fixes the imposed re-entrant cellular structure. Re-entrant cells can outwardly align in tension, or 
fold inward in compression, resulting in NPR [10,46]. Attempts to apply similar thermo-
mechanical methods to closed cell foams have ruptured cell walls [33,47]. 
The Young’s modulus of auxetic open cell foam is similar to that of conventional open cell foam; 
at ~0.02 to 0.20 MPa [10,39,44]. Conventional open cell foam’s cell ribs buckle beyond ~5% 
compression, causing a plateau region in stress vs. strain relationships [39,44,46]. Auxetic open 
cell foams tend to have a quasi-linear compressive stress vs. strain relationship with a reduced 
plateau region [39,44,46]. Closed cell foams are stiffer (Young’s moduli > 1 MPa [9,20,28,48]) 
than open cell foam (Young’s moduli ≈ 0.02 to 0.20 MPa [10,44,49,50]), as air cannot pass 
between cells, both before and after cell walls buckle at ~5% compression [51,52]. Personal 
protective equipment [9,20,48], footwear [51,53–55] and prosthetic devices [26–28], where low 
thickness padding tends to be desirable, typically contains closed rather than open cell foam as the 
energy absorbing material.  
Early conversions for closed cell auxetic foam that preserved cell walls used a pressure vessel 
to apply volumetric compression [56]; which is more complex than open cell auxetic foam 
conversions that typically use a simple metal mold and conventional oven [10,33–41]. The 
pressure vessel for fabricating closed cell auxetic foam [56] withstood heat (> 100 °C) while 
 
imposing pressures (> 350 kPa) above the limits of many autoclaves (~100 kPa). A more recent, 
potentially simpler method [57], fabricated closed cell auxetic foam using a steam environment. 
The steam processing method [57] first steamed closed cell polyethylene foams at 100°C for up 
to 10 hours. Upon cooling, steam absorbed by the foam condensed, producing a negative pressure 
differential that shrank samples and imparted a re-entrant cellular structure [57]. As the conversion 
temperature was close to the softening point of the polyethylene (~110°C), the imposed structure 
was fixed after cooling [57]. Final volume ratios (FVR, original/final volume) between 1.3 and 6.0 
were retained over time, and imparted Poisson’s ratios were between -0.5 and 0.0. The work 
introduced the novel steam processing method, while focusing on shape memory and polymeric 
changes. The stress vs. strain response of the foam was not reported, neither before nor after 
conversion, nor were details of how to create the steam environment. If simple methods such as 
steam conversion [57] can produce closed cell auxetic foam with Young’s moduli close to foam 
in protective equipment, prosthetics and footwear, auxetic foams could be developed for these 
applications. This work explores the steam conversion method for auxetic closed cell foam, and 
its effect on Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio in more detail than previous work [57].  
METHODS 
Foam conversion 
Cuboidal samples measuring 100 ⅹ 20 ⅹ 10 mm were cut with a Stanley knife from sheets of 
closed cell low density polyethylene (LDPE) foam (Plastazote LD-60, supplied by Algeos.com) 
with a skin to skin density of 60 kg/m3 [58]. LD-60 was selected following pilot testing where 
higher magnitude NPR was achieved than for other candidates (Plastazote LD-24 and Evazote 
EVA-50, supplied by Algeos.com). LD-60 also had similar Young’s modulus (~1 to 3 MPa [58]) 
to foam used in impact and modelling studies of football shin and ankle protection (> 1 MPa 
 
[48,59]) and polyethylene foam used in prosthetic devices [28]. Samples were placed in a ceramic 
container (300 ⅹ 200 ⅹ 100 mm) filled to ~80% with water at room temperature (~20°C). The 
container was wrapped in aluminum foil then heated in an oven at 105°C (MCP Tooling 
Technologies LC/CD, +/- 0.25°C) for between 1 and 6.5 hours (1, 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5 hours, 
six samples for each conversion time). The temperature of 105°C was selected to bring the water 
to the boil. After heating, the foams were removed from the water (< 30 seconds) and cooled on a 
drying rack in air at room temperature for ~20 minutes, when they visibly shrank, almost 
instantaneously. Foams were stored in an environmental chamber (10% relative humidity, 20°C) 
for one week before conversion and for the duration of the study, following conversion. Testing 
was in an air-conditioned laboratory with an expected temperature of 20 to 25°C and relative 
humidity of 30 to 60%. 
Measurements 
Sample dimensions and mass were recorded to see if foam water content and volume changed 
with time, after conversion. Following conversion, the center of the foam cuboids, where steam 
was trapped, reduced in volume more than the edges, which have open cells and cannot trap steam, 
leaving a concave cross sectional area [57]. Concave profiles were curved, becoming square as the 
FVR increased (Figure 1). Dimensions (Vernier Calipers with a resolution of 0.01 mm) and mass 
(Sartorius, M-power with a resolution of 0.1 mg) of all samples were recorded: i) before 
conversion, ii) ~16 hours after removal from the oven, and iii) every ~24 hours for the following 
week (i.e. 16, 30, 54 to 174 hours). To obtain sample cross-sectional areas and volumes, the depth 
of all concave profiles (h in Figures 1b and c) and the width of cuboidal concave profiles were 
measured (Figure 1c). Three samples were allocated for mechanical characterization after one 
week. The remaining three samples were re-measured a week later, at two weeks after conversion. 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of a) unconverted, square cross sections, b) a cross section with curved concave 
profile, c) a cross section with a cuboidal concave profile, d) photo showing unconverted LD-60 sample 
(UC) and LD-60 samples converted for 3 and 5 hours, e) photo showing the larger converted sample 
(original dimensions 100 ⅹ 100 ⅹ 30 mm). Annotations h and w in b) and c) are the width and depth of 
concave profiles. Annotations in (e) show total width and width of the uniform thickness inner section. a) 
Shows coordinate system, with y parallel to sample length, z to thickness and x to width. 
Mechanical Characterization 
One week after conversion, a speckle pattern was applied to the three samples allocated for 
mechanical characterization (Matt Acrylic Spray Paint, Halfords) to allow for full field strain 
measurement using digital image correlation (DIC), as per previous work [60–62]. Tensile samples 
were clamped (10 mm from each end, leaving 60 to 80 mm) in the test device jaws, which were 
closed to 1 mm, corresponding to between 10 and 20% of the original sample thickness, (Instron 
3369, 500N load cell, Figure 2) and extended to 10% strain (0.0033 s-1). One face of each sample 
was filmed for each test, so DIC could be undertaken (LaVision 3D DIC package, 1260 ⅹ 1080 p 
cameras, 10 fps, Nikon lenses with 60 mm optical zoom and two LED lights). A target area was 
set over the central lengthwise third of samples (Figure 2b), giving axial and lateral true strains, 
with facet sizes set to give a minimum of three speckles per facet (10 to 15 pixels) [63]. Samples 
 
were rotated 90° about the loading (y, Figure 2b to c) axis after each test to record strains on all 
four faces during repeat testing. 
 
Figure 2: a) Schematic of mechanical test set up, and regions of interest applied to b) the front of an 
unconverted tensile sample, c) the side of a converted (4 hour) tensile sample, d) the front of an unconverted 
compression sample e) the side of a converted (4 hour) compression sample and f) the front of a converted 
(4 hour) sample, with non-uniform edges cut off, during through thickness compression. Dimensions 
marked on images are for scale. 
Compression testing was to 10% strain using platelets, with the same Instron device, strain rate 
and DIC camera set up as the tensile tests. Following tensile testing, the center of samples were 
cut to be equal in length to sample width, allowing compression parallel to previous sample length. 
With the low thickness of the unconverted sheet (10 mm), compression sample thickness was 
lower than the recommended minimum of 20 mm in ASTM D3574 − 11 [64]. To maintain as large 
samples as possible, width and length were kept maximal and equal by cutting tensile samples 
along their length , so the thickness (z-axis, Figure 2e) of samples was half of their width (x-axis, 
Figure 2d) or length (y-axis, Figure 2d). DIC was used to check for buckling during compression 
 
tests parallel to the y axis, as some samples had higher aspect ratios (y/z = 2) than recommended 
for foam compression tests (< 0.75) [64], but similar to those in previous tests of auxetic open cell 
foam [50,65]. Samples were rotated 90° about their loading axis (y, Figure 2d to f) after each test, 
so full field strain measurements could be obtained for the four faces not covered by compression 
platelets. Cutting cubes from samples that adopted a concave cross section during conversion 
(Figures 1b & c) allowed compressive loading parallel to their width (x) and thickness (z). Two 
compression tests were applied to each of the two remaining axes (x and z, Figure 1a), with a 90° 
rotation between repeats allowing the same DIC methods to be applied to two faces. For the 
unconverted samples, cubes were cut and tested in three directions; i) compression in z, y lateral, 
ii) compression in y, x lateral and iii) compression in x, z lateral.  
Force data taken from the Instron software (Bluehill 4.0, sample frequency 25 Hz) and 
measurements of cross sectional area and length (Vernier Calipers) taken before each test were 
used to calculate engineering stress and strain. The concave cross sectional areas of some 
converted samples were accounted for during stress calculations, as with previous volume 
measurements (Figure 1). The gradient of linear trend lines fitted to stress vs. axial strain plots 
gave Young’s modulus up to 1% axial strain. Original length in strain calculations was the height 
of compression samples and the gauge length (distance between grips) for tensile samples. 
Poisson's ratio was the negative product of the gradient of linear trend lines fitted to axial vs. 
transverse true strain (from DIC), up to 1% axial strain. Comparisons of mean axial strain across 
the target area from DIC (Figure 2) and applied strain (10%) after each test showed reasonable 
agreement (+ 3% strain).  
Micro-CT 
 
Micro-computed tomographic scans were collected (SkyScan 1172; 180° rotation, image 
acquisition every 0.7°, resolution < 5 µm) for unconverted foam, and the samples of foam steamed 
for 3 and 6.5 hours, selected to give a range of FVRs between 1.0 and 4.5. Micro-CT data were 
rendered (SkyScan, CTVox) and images of one cell or ~300 to 500 µm deep volumes and 5 µm 
cross sections recorded to compare cellular structures and identify any damage or ruptures to cell 
walls.  
Larger samples 
Following investigation of the steam processing method using the small samples outlined above, 
larger samples (~100 ⅹ 100 ⅹ 30 mm) of the same foam (Plastazote LD-60, supplied by Advanced 
Seals and Gaskets, UK) were also converted. These larger samples were steamed for 8 hours using 
the method described previously, and stored in the environment chamber (10% relative humidity, 
20 ˚C) after conversion and between tests. Conversion time was increased above the longest 
duration of 6.5 hours used for the smaller samples, following pilot testing where the larger foam 
sample did not shrink enough. Sample measurements (Vernier Calipers) and masses (Sartorius, 
M-power) were taken before and seven days after conversion to obtain linear compression ratios 
(LCR, final/original dimension) in each axis, and FVR. LCRs were approximated across the center 
of the converted sample (Figure 1e), minimizing the effect of the concave, uncompressed edges.  
Three samples (~10 ⅹ 10 ⅹ 70 mm) were cut from the central regions (30 ⅹ 70 ⅹ 10 mm) of the 
converted cuboid for mechanical characterization, with the longest dimension parallel to the y-
axis, and were also weighed and measured. The concave, uncompressed edges formed in smaller 
samples (Figure 1) and present around the outer ~10 mm of the converted cuboid (Figure 1e) were 
removed before tensile samples were cut. Mechanical characterization followed the protocol used 
for the samples converted from smaller cuboids. As with the unconverted foam in previous tests, 
 
cubes were cut from the center of cuboidal tensile samples for compression testing in three 
directions; i) compression in y, z lateral, ii) compression in z, x lateral and iii) compression in x, y 
lateral; with the z direction being through-thickness and x and y being both planar directions. 
RESULTS 
Small cuboids (10 ⅹ 20 ⅹ 100 mm) 
Following steam conversion, sample mass returned to, then remained, within 0.2% of its original 
value after a week. FVR increased when samples were removed from the steaming environment, 
contracting within 1 to 2 minutes, and then typically reduced slightly or remained relatively 
unchanged over time, again settling after a week. The unconverted foam samples, cut from the 
center of a larger one by the supplier, had a lower density (51 kg/m3) than the value in the supplier’s 
data sheet (60 kg/m3) [58]. Sample density increased after conversion, due to the decrease in 
volume (Figure 3) rather than increased mass caused by moisture uptake; mass had returned to 
within 0.2% of its original value after two weeks, when density was calculated (Figure 3a). FVR 
tended to increase with conversion time, with values exceeding four for samples steamed for 5 
hours or more (Figure 3b). Samples converted for 4.5 hours were outliers. 
 
Figure 3: Mean a) Original/final mass, b) FVR and c) FDR two weeks after conversion, for each conversion 
time. Error bars show 1 standard deviation, outlying sample shown in red 
 
As FVR increased with conversion time, the regular cellular structure of the foam (Figure 4a) 
became more contorted, and the angles between cell walls became more re-entrant (Figure 4b & 
c). In the volume renderings, cell walls other than those perpendicular to the field of view appear 
transparent. Ruptures to cell walls were not seen in the 5 μm thick cross sections (Figure 4 inserts), 
suggesting they remained intact. Cell rise (anisotropic elongation) was not visible in the 
unconverted foam (Figure 4a). 
 
Figure 4: Rendered volumes of Micro-CT scans at a depth of 300 to 500 µm (one cell) of; a) Unconverted 
foam and foam converted for a) 3 and b) 6.5 hours, with respective FVRs of 1.74 and 4.42. Inserts show 5 
micrometer thick cross sections, labels show orientation (Figure 1), other than in c (same as in b & c). 
Schematics of 2D projections of cells show how changes to FVR and cell size, as a result of changing angles 
between cell walls. 
Contour plots of transverse strain from DIC (Figure 5) show the unconverted foam expanded 
and the converted foam contracted during compression, indicating respective positive and negative 
Poisson's ratios. Figure 5b shows a side view of a sample with a high aspect ratio (y/z = 2) 
compressing along its long y-axis with straight edges, without buckling in its shorter z-axis. Lateral 
vs. compressive axial strain was nonlinear, varying with applied strain (Figure 6). Compressive 
lateral vs. axial strain plots (Figure 6) for unconverted and converted samples show an initial 
increase in gradient and Poisson's ratio (up to 1% strain) with FVR; from positive Poisson’s ratio 
expansion (UC / FVR = 1) to contraction and NPR (FVR = 1.7 & 4.6), and then an increase back 
 
to near zero values for conversion times over 5 hours (FVR = 4.4). Tensile lateral vs. axial strain 
plots of converted foams (Figure 6) had a similar trend to compressive plots, with Poisson’s ratio 
decreasing (from positive Poisson’s ratio contraction to negative Poisson’s expansion for samples 
converted for 3 hours), but then increasing to positive Poisson’s ratio at longer conversion times 
(> 5 hours).  
 
Figure 5: Contour plots of lateral strain at maximum compression from DIC for a) unconverted (front of 
sample), and foam converted for 5 hours 30 minutes with an FVR of 4.16, from the side during b) lengthwise 
compression and c) through thickness compression. Same scale for all (negative is contraction). 
 
Figure 6: Lateral (x direction) vs axial (y directions) strain plots from DIC in compression and tension. 
Negative strain values indicate compression. 
 
Unconverted foam exhibited Poisson’s ratios (measured up to 1% strain) of 0.34 + 0.01 (Mean 
+ S.D.) in compression and 0.33 + 0.07 in tension (Figure 7a & b), similar to previous tests of 
unconverted closed cell foam [56,57]. Compressive Poisson's ratios were negative for samples 
with FVRs between 1.8 and 4.6, with a maximum magnitude mean NPR of -0.11 + 0.03 (Figure 
7a), but NPR was generally only maintained to ~2% compression (Figure 6). Tensile Poisson’s 
ratios were negative for samples with FVRs between 2.4 and 4.4, with a maximum magnitude 
NPR of -0.07 + 0.15, (Figure 7b), and relatively linear over the tested region (~8% tension, Figure 
6).  
 
Figure 7: Poisson's ratio up to 1% axial strain vs FVR, in a) compression and b) tension. Same legend and 
y-axis for both a & b. Error bars show one standard deviation (all samples & orientations). 
The gradient of compressive and tensile stress vs. strain plots, and therefore Young’s modulus, 
mostly increased with conversion time and FVR (Figure 8). The stress vs. strain relationship for 
the unconverted sample exhibited a plateau and reduction in gradient around 5% compression 
(Figure 8). The plateau was present, but reduced, in the samples converted for 3 and 5 hours, but 
not present in those converted for over 5 hours.  
 
 
Figure 8: Stress vs axial strain during loading parallel to sample length (y-axis), from Instron data in 
compression and tension. Negative stress and strain values indicate compression. 
In compression, samples with an FVR of one to three exhibited lower compressive Young's 
moduli (0.5 to 1 MPa, measured up to 1% strain) than their unconverted counterparts (~ 1.5 MPa), 
whereas samples with an FVR of 2.4 to 4.6 exhibited similar compressive Young’s moduli (1 to 
1.5 MPa) to the unconverted samples (Figure 9a). During compression, the Young’s modulus of 
unconverted foam, and foam converted for 3 hours, decreased beyond ~2% compressive strain 
(Figure 8), exhibiting the plateau region of many conventional foams [46]. Tensile Young’s moduli 
of samples with an FVR exceeding two increased with FVR from ~3 to 6 MPa (Figure 9b), and all 
tested samples exhibited quasi-linear stress vs. strain relationships (Figure 8).  
 
 
Figure 9: Young's modulus up to 1% axial strain vs FVR in a) compression and b) tension. Same legend 
and y-axis for both a & b. Error bars show one standard deviation (all samples & orientations). 
Large cuboid (30 ⅹ 100 ⅹ 100 mm) 
The outer ~10 mm of the larger cuboid contracted less than the center during conversion (Figure 
1e), as with smaller samples (Figures 1b & c). The ~70 ⅹ 70 ⅹ 10 mm (final dimensions) center of 
the converted cuboids compressed almost evenly with almost uniform thickness. The sample 
shrank slightly more than smaller samples converted for 3 hours, with an FVR of 2.25 + 0.04 
(Table 1). The sample shrank more through its thickness (from 28 to ~11 mm, LCR = 0.39) than 
the other two axes (~100 to ~90 mm, LCR = 0.92) during conversion, which would be expected 
to cause higher re-entrant angles between cell walls in the z-x plane (Figure 10, Table 1). The 
unconverted foam had a density of 61 kg/m3 before conversion, similar to the value of 60 kg/m3 




Figure 10: Schematics assumed from LCR, showing 2D projections of cell shapes for the large cuboid in 
a) the y-x plane with relatively little compression (LCRx and LCRy ≈ 0.9), and; b) the z-x/y planes, with 
high through thickness compression (LCRz of ≈ 0.4). 
 
All tested samples had NPR in tension and compression (Figure 11a, Table 1); when either 
transverse deformation or axial loading were parallel to sample thickness (z-axis). The magnitude 
of NPR was highest when loading was parallel to the longer cell y-axis (Figure 10b), and transverse 
expansion was through thickness (νyz, Figure 11a and Table 1); -0.33 up to 10% tension and -1.07 
up to 1% compression, then becoming positive (Figure 11a). With similar LCRs of 0.9 in both 
planar dimensions, νxz would be expected to be similar to νyz. Poisson’s ratios during compression 
parallel to the z-axis were negative or near zero (-0.01), but almost constant to ~10% compression 
(Figure 11a). Poisson’s ratios were positive (tensile νyx = 0.18 and compressive νxy = 0.21) in both 
planar directions (Figure 11a, Table 1), which had compressed less following steaming, meaning 
cell shapes would be expected to be more similar to those of the unconverted foam (Figure 10a). 
Stress vs. strain relationships of the converted samples were quasi-linear (Figure 11b). As with the 
smaller samples with an FVR of ~2 (Figure 9a), the compressive Young’s moduli remained almost 
unchanged or decreased following conversion; reducing from ~1.5 to 0.5 MPa during through 




Figure 11: a) Lateral stress vs. axial strain, and; b) axial stress vs. axial strain plots for tests of the same 
samples cut from the larger sheets, in all tested orientations. Negative strains and stresses correspond to 
compression, or lateral contraction. 




The FVR of closed cell auxetic foam tended to increase with conversion time when using the 
steam conversion method (Figure 3b). One set of samples converted for 4.5 hours had lower than 
expected FVR, caused by a tear in the covering foil during conversion. Future work could use a 
dish with a sealed lid. For the small samples (original dimensions 100 ⅹ 20 ⅹ 10 mm), compressive 
Young’s moduli were lower than tensile; decreasing from ~1.5 MPa as the compressive stress 
plateau became less prominent (Figure 9a, FVR between 1 and 2), then increasing with FVR to 
reach a limit below 2 MPa and FVR above 3 (Figure 9a). Some of the compression samples were 
smaller, or had higher aspect ratios (y/z) than specified in ASTM D3574 – 11, although the 
standard was followed as closely as possible [64]. Further work converting and testing larger 
samples would make it easier to extract samples for testing that adhere to relevant standards, and 
may reduce experimental variation. Tensile Young’s moduli increased with FVR (Figure 9b) and 
remained quasi-linear with applied strain (Figure 8). 
For the smaller cuboids, the highest magnitude tensile NPRs (of -0.07) were achieved with FVRs 
from 2.4 to 4.6 (Figure 8), following steam processing for 3 to 6.5 hours (Figure 3b). This range 
of FVRs that produced the highest magnitudes of tensile NPRs were similar to those reported in 
previous work making closed cell auxetic foam (two to five [56,57]). However, the mean, 
maximum magnitude tensile and compressive NPR of these small samples were lower (~ -0.1, 
Figure 7) than tensile Poisson’s ratios measured in previous work converting larger samples with 
a similar procedure (ν ≈ -0.5 [57]), or applying more even compression to 2 cm sided cubes in a 
pressure vessel (ν ≈ -2.0 [56]). Poisson’s ratio increased and became positive beyond ~5% 
compression, but remained negative and almost constant to ~10% tension (Figure 6).  
As in previous work [57], samples shrank less towards their outer surface. Steam condensation 
could not produce a negative pressure differential at the outer surfaces of the sample, because cells 
 
faces were cut and effectively open, resulting in a concave cross section (Figure 1). The cross 
section of all tested samples was uniform along the loading axis during tension and compression 
tests, so would not have affected Young’s modulus measurements. Using 3D, rather than 2D, DIC 
can account for differences in full field strain measurement for curved faces [66]. When converting 
the larger cuboid (100 ⅹ 100 ⅹ 30 mm), only the outer ~10 mm planar edges were less compressed 
and hence concave; the inner ~70 mm were of almost uniform thickness (of ~11 mm). Through 
thickness compression of larger cuboids during conversion was greater than planar compression 
(Table 1). With fewer non-shrinking cells constraining through thickness compression, the larger 
cuboid had greater magnitude (anisotropic) NPR (-0.3 in tension, -1.1 in compression, Table 1) 
than the smaller samples (Figure 8), and similar values to previous work using the same steam 
processing method on different foam [57]. Anisotropy was related to the shape of the unconverted 
samples, and converting cubes rather than cuboids may produce isotropic samples. For impact 
protection, the through thickness characteristics, including NPR and stiffness, are thought to be 
most important [6]. Further work could look to fabricate auxetic foam with higher magnitude 
through thickness NPR (above -0.01, Table 1), by converting cubes, adjusting processing time, 
and exploring other candidate foams. The influence of oven temperature on steam conversions 
could be a topic for future work, particularly when converting foams with softening points much 
higher than 100 ˚C.  
The range of Young’s moduli imparted (0.5 to 6 MPa, Table 1 and Figure 9), and a plateau in 
stress vs. strain relationships (Figure 8), are useful for sporting protective equipment [9,20,48]) 
and prosthesis socket liners [26–28]. Foam in protective equipment has a similar Young’s modulus 
to foam fabricated herein; selected to deform at stresses below, or at the lower end of, those which 
cause can soft tissue damage such as bruising, in the order of 1 to 10 MPa [67,68]. Auxetic open 
 
cell foam typically has a low Young’s moduli between ~0.02 and 0.20 MPa [10,44,49,50], and 
previous auxetic closed cell foam had a high Young’s moduli between ~50 to 250 MPa [56], each 
far from the injury threshold range. Foam in protective devices typically has a stress plateau 
between ~5 and 80% compression [48,51,69], which can be used to ensure energy absorption 
continues as foam compression increases, while keeping pressure, force, or acceleration below an 
injury threshold value. Preserving the compressive stress plateau region in auxetic foam is, 
therefore, likely to be useful (Figure 8). 
Through inspection of micro-ct data, neither ruptured cell walls [33,47] nor cell rise direction 
[46] were observed in the converted or unconverted samples (Figure 4). No pressure differential 
nor contraction would occur within ruptured or open cells; evidenced by cells on the outer surface 
not contracting. Based upon the visually evident and measured (Figures 1 & 3, Table 1) volumetric 
compression, and backed up with increasing tangent moduli and micro-ct data, the converted 
auxetic foam’s closed cells were probably intact. 
Increasing FVR increased the prevalence and angle of re-entrant walls (Figure 4b & c). 
Analytical models for cell rib, flexure and hinging of open cell foam [46,70] predict the increase 
in Young’s modulus with increasing FVR, and re-entrant angle between cell walls, evident in 
Figure 9. These models also predict the initial increase in the magnitude of NPR with FVR and re-
entrant cell wall angle, followed by the plateau for FVR > 3, evident in Figure 7. Considering the 
larger, anisotropic converted cuboid, the positive Poisson’s ratio and similar stiffness to the 
unconverted foam observed in the x-y plane was as expected; with LCRs of ~0.9 and relatively 
little change to cell shape or mechanical properties. Work stretching open cell foam during thermo-
mechanical conversions [41], and analytical models [46,70], predict higher stiffness parallel to the 
foam long cell axis; agreeing with the higher Ex and Ey than Ez (Table 1). Symmetric compliance 
 
of orthotropic materials such as these, whereby Ey ⅹ νzy = Ez ⅹ νyz [71], and analytical foam models 
[46,70], then predict a high magnitude νyz; based on the low Ez and high Ey. Further modelling 
work, based on three-dimensional reconstructions of micro-ct data, and considering the effect of 
gas pressure on cellular mechanics [69], could further clarify the effect of cell shape on mechanical 
properties.  
This work, fabricating closed cell foams of comparable stiffness and sizes to foam sheets in 
sporting and other protective equipment, paves the way for application based impact testing of 
closed cell foam sheets and prototype protective pads and equipment. Impact tests could follow 
standards for protective equipment (e.g. EN13061 for football shin pads [72]), and more closely 
replicate infield condition, by using biofidelic anvils and testing at different temperatures and 
relative humidities [73]. We recommended that the compressive stiffness of specific products is 
first matched (e.g. ~1 MPa for a football shin pad [48,59] or prosthesis socket liner [26–28]). For 
the small cuboids, Young’s modulus was close to 1 MPa for FVRs between 2 and 4 (Figure 9a), 
following 3 to 5 hour conversions. For the larger samples, the 8 hour conversion produced foam 
with an FVR close to two but low through thickness Young’s modulus (Ez) of 0.5 MPa (Table 1), 
and these values may perhaps be increased by a longer steaming time. Comparing auxetic and 
conventional foam samples with equivalent stress vs. strain relationships will determine the effect 
of NPR; expected to decrease the likelihood of penetration by concentrated loads [1,2,74], decrease 
peak impact forces [4,6,7], increase vibration damping [3] and increase conformability [9,75].  
CONCLUSIONS 
FVR and cell reentrancy increased (from 1.3 to 4.6) for small samples (10 ⅹ 20 ⅹ 100 mm) of 
closed-cell foam with the duration of steam conversion (between 1 and 6.5 hours). Cells on the 
outer surface of the foam did not contract during conversion; resulting in non-uniform shapes in 
 
small samples. Larger cuboids with 100 mm sides and 30 mm thickness shrank more evenly 
following conversion than the smaller cuboids (100 ⅹ 20 ⅹ 10 mm), so larger samples may be 
better suited to producing closed cell auxetic foam with the steam conversion method. Sample 
mass returned to its original value three days after conversion, suggesting absorbed water had left 
the samples. Tensile and compressive Young’s modulus of all foams first decreased then increased 
(ranging from ~0.5 to ~6.0 MPa) with FVR, which were between about two and five. NPRs as low 
as -1.07 up to 1% compression, and -0.33 up to ~10% tension were obtained. This work further 
demonstrates the simplicity and potential of the steam conversion method, and its effects on 
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, paving the way for further application based testing of 
auxetic closed cell foam for protective devices, prosthetics and footwear. 
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